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THERE ARE SHARKS IN THE
WATER
By Tony Rose

A recent New York Post article shared
online by Jack Bolembach of the NRPA
(Great White Sharks Are Lurking Off NYCarea Beaches, July 11, 2020) noted that
sharks are prowling outside NY Harbor and
the Jersey shore. Several large ones have
been tagged with radio transmitters and
they can be tracked on their seasonal
migrations through the area.
Sharks off our shores are not news, though.
The NY Bight (Jersey shore, the Harbor, the
Rockaways, Long Island) has always been
a breeding ground for sharks, particularly
Great Whites. It was good to see that at the
end of the article they brought in voices of
reason, like Paul Sieswerda of Gotham
Whale (home of the world’s coolest logo Google ‘Gotham Whale’), to explain that
seeing sharks is a sign that the health of the
harbor is improving. They are not really a
threat to swimmers if you don’t swim at
dusk and don’t swim if you see anglers
chumming the waters nearby. These are all
reasonable precautions.
But otherwise,
enjoy the shore and don’t let the fact that
sharks exist cramp your enjoyment of
nature.

Dr. Martin Schreibman
Brooklyn College AREAC
Dr. John T. Tanacredi
Molloy College

Sharks don’t want us. They sometimes make
mistakes, but don’t expect an apology from a
shark that nips a chunk from your thigh and
spits it out. They want big, oily fish and seals
with a layer of rich, nutritious blubber (maybe
some of us should be a little bit worried). You
are more likely to be struck by lightning than
taken by a shark. Pigs kill more Americans
than sharks (mostly agricultural and industrial
accidents).
The most common animalconnected accidental deaths in the country
are motorists who strike a deer. My sister hit
one on Route 78 in Jersey and it totaled her
car; she is lucky to still be alive. This is
becoming increasingly common here as deer
devastate the green ecology of Staten Island.
Too bad sharks aren’t able to help naturally
control the population of deer except when
they happen to be crossing the Arthur Kill.
Sharks contribute to the natural balance of
nature and stirring up fear hurts the oceans.
It’s funny how the NY Post article hooks you
with “Jaws” connections and then says,
“Never mind. It’s all good.”

Cindy Zipf
Clean Ocean Action

The presence of sharks actually increases
species diversity and helps to stabilize the
environment.
When
their
population
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decreases, the impacts travel down
the food chain. A good example of
the benefits of shark populations can
be seen in Chesapeake Bay.
Sharks feed on cow-nosed sting
rays. The rays usually eat razor
clams and soft-shell clams but they
will also eat hard shell clams and
oysters. As sharks have declined,
the population of rays increased due
to lessened predation. The rays, in
turn, have increased pressure on the
shellfish population in Chesapeake
Bay, hurting the local fishermen and
consumers.
Finning is done by shark fisherman
to supply the Asian shark fin soup
market. Shark fins are the signature
ingredient in this gelatinous stew
prized by many, particularly for
celebratory occasions. Sharks are
caught, often on long lines that trap
other, protected fish, as well as sea
turtles. The sharks have their fins
sliced off and then are returned to
the ocean, bleeding, to die.
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harbor. It is no surprise, then, that
sharks are more frequently sighted in
near-shore waters.
This is an
affirmation of the success of
advocacy by local organizations like
the Natural Resources Protective
Association and is a reason for
celebration!

A HORSE WITH NO NAME
By Tony Rose

Just prior to the outbreak of the
Corona virus, NRPA member Tony
Rose spent a week with researchers
on the island of Eleuthera, in the
Bahamas. The purpose of the visit
was to investigate an isolated
population of seahorse that live in a
saltwater pond on the island, and, in
a sense, nowhere else on the planet.
Staten Islander, Dr. Emily Rose
Mahlmann, Tony’s daughter, is a
Seahorses are sessile, that is, they
identify a habitat and stay there, as
opposed to migratory populations.
This makes them an indicator
species. Like a canary in a coal
mine, a seahorse population can be
used as a barometer of the health of
a given ecosystem. If the group
thrives, this is a sign that the
surrounding area is healthy and can
support life. If the animals lose
numbers, or show signs of stress,
this indicates destructive (usually
man-made) influences on the local
ecosystem.

As laws banning the finning of
sharks have come into play, we are
seeing their populations recover.
Rather than respond with alarm,
people should acknowledge the
welcome response to actions by our
species that help another.
Peter Benchley said his greatest
regret in life was writing Jaws
because of what it unleashed upon
the sharks of the world. He later
helped establish organizations that
researched and assisted in the
recovery of shark populations.
We are seeing the return of bunker
fish in our cleaner local waters. That
has, in turn, prompted increased
sighting of whales, seals, Bluefish
and Striped Bass. River otters, not
seen in New York City since the
colonial era, have returned to the
improving natural habitat that is our
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marine biologist based at the
University of Tampa. Her mentor,
Dr. Heather Masonjones has studied
seahorses for decades.
As an
undergraduate at UT studying with
Dr.
Masonjones,
Dr.
Rose
participated in ecological studies
seeking
to
protect
seahorse
populations in the Tampa Bay area.
She continued her studies on
seahorses, and their cousins,
pipefish, during her postgraduate
studies, gaining her doctorate at
Texas A&M.

Seahorses populate areas of shallow
seagrass. They use their tails to
hold themselves in place.
Their
appearance has proved very useful
in camouflaging their presence.
Their coloration and markings have
evolved to support life in the grass
beds. If the grass declines, so will
the fish. Their tails are prehensile;
that is, they can grab or hold onto
things, like a monkey’s tail. This
helps them stay hidden from
predators and remain in an area rich
with the algae and brine shrimp upon
which they feed.
Emily’s doctoral thesis, done at the
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That is the stated purpose for
women taking it. Seahorses may not
get to choose. If a group of these
fish lives near a sewer outlet, the
estrogen in the water may feminize
the males in a given population.
They become brightly colored and
refuse to take the eggs. This can
eliminate an otherwise healthy
population in one generation. Dr.
Rose documented this in the wild
and in the lab.
The two scientists have been
collaborating in the Bahamas for the
past six years. Participants on this
trip included biologists Drs. Rose
and Masonjones, Emily’s husband,
Dave Mahlmann, another University
of Tampa graduate and this author.
prestigious Jones Lab at Texas
A&M, looked into human impact on
seahorse and pipefish populations in
the western Gulf of Mexico as well
as the Tampa area.
A remarkable fact about seahorses
and pipefish is that the males give
birth to the offspring. Mating females
pass the eggs to their mate who
holds them in a pouch in his
abdomen
where
they
are
inseminated. Hundreds of baby fish
may emanate upon gestation.

Sweetings Pond on Eleuthera is an
anchialine lake. That means it is an
isolated space. Cut off from direct
contact with the ocean, it is a
saltwater
environment
which
receives run-off from surrounding
areas but connects to the Caribbean
by springs which run through cracks
in the underlying bedrock.
It is
essentially salty ocean-water lake.
The seahorses which populate the
pond may have been brought to the
pond by storm action, or flooding.
The pond, at one time, may have
been a bay, but now is closed off
from the sea.
This situation can lead to changes in
animals; like cave fish that develop
in a dark world with no eyes.
Speciation may occur. That is, in
adapting
to
a
very
specific
environment, this new animal may
no longer be able to breed with the
initial population from which they
originated. Changes can be tracked
by physical appearance and by
genetics.
This is the task the two women have
taken on. And, the pond creates a
unique opportunity to study an
isolated population without the
influences of other animals. There
are no predators in Sweetings pond.
The only other inhabitants are some
fingerling fish and octopi.

One obstacle to reproduction is
estrogen in the water.
Humans
taking birth control pills pass this
hormone into sewer systems without
metabolizing it. It is an endocrine
disrupter.
That is, it affects the
body’s production of hormones.

The two main species of seahorse in
the Caribbean are Hippocampus
reidi and Hippocampus erectus. The
fish in question cannot readily be
identified as either.

The work for the week spent on the
island was done mostly underwater.
Fish
were
gently
captured,
photographed,
measured,
their
habitat noted and photographed.
They were then returned to the
places they were found. On some
dives, specimens were marked with
colored latex dots to identify them as
individual fish.
Forty percent of
seahorses seen on one dive were
previously seen specimens.
A
concurrent study is researching the
ability
to
recognize
individual
animals by pattern recognition in
photographs and comparing it to that
of latex marking. A tiny piece of fin
is snipped in some fish and DNA is
extracted for later analysis. All this
takes place while on scuba in three
to eight feet of water. Clipboards
with measured grids on one side and
plastic sheets to be marked with
pencils were used to document
findings underwater.
The most difficult part of the process
was maintaining neutral buoyancy.
The divers had to compensate for
their spongy neoprene exposure
suits by loading up with lead
weights. Too buoyant, divers would
be unable to maintain contact with
the bottom and obtain specimens. If
too heavy, they would bounce on the
bottom, stir up the fluffy sediment
and create white-out conditions.
Each inhalation and exhalation affect
position in the water column. As
tanks empty out over time, they
become lighter and more buoyant so
air must be added and released from
the diver’s vest to compensate for
changes while they pass animals
(continued next page)
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and instruments to one another. In
some ways, this dive was more
difficult than wreck penetrations at
100 feet or swimming with schools of
barracuda at night in the open sea.
Cold was another issue. While
swimming, large muscles generate
heat which circulates throughout the
body. Remaining motionless in one
space resulted in the divers battling
cold which can cramp muscles and
result in lethargy and confusion.
Dives in Eleuthera took place at
night, usually lasting three hours,
beginning just prior to midnight.
Becoming competent in assisting in
locating and capturing the delicate
animals took quite some time. It is
an evolutionary advantage for the
animals that they are quite adorable.
We want to help save animals that
we like.
The real work will take place after
the dives. They have produced data
that will be crunched for years and
produce important findings and
numerous research papers.
Another component to this initiative
is to protect the seahorses from
being loved to death. The tourism
which might help support them could
be detrimental to their existence.
Word about their presence has
leaked out and some guides have
begun to bring tours to snorkel in the
pond. Increased human presence
may lead to deterioration of their
habitat. Work is being done by the
researchers and the Bahamas
National Trust to create Seahorse
National Park.
This will permit a ‘Friends of’
organization to seek grants to secure
the location and hire rangers to
provide oversight. Students at the
University of Tampa have begun to
create projects related to signage,
and uniforms as well as design and
construction.
Dr. Rose will be moving to a tenured
position and creating her own lab at
the University of Georgia at Valdosta
in the fall of 2020. The group will
continue to work together to protect
their charges in the Bahamas.
We will update you on project and
research
outcomes
in
future
postings.
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NEW YEAR’S DAY HIKE
2021
By Jim Scarcella

It’s never too early to put this
wonderful event on your calendar.
Please join us for the 31st annual
New Year's Day hike!
When: January 1, 2021, from 12 PM
to 2 PM.
Where: Great Kills Park, Gateway
National Recreation Area - Hylan
Boulevard, Buffalo Street entrance.
Who: all invited, free of charge.
Sponsored by the Natural Resources
Protective Association, Protectors of
Pine Oak Woods and Bay Terrace
Beautification Group.
The 31st annual New Year's Day
Beach walk has been scheduled.
The walk has been held in both
snowfall and t-shirt weather, in
severe wind, during rain showers
and on bright sunny days. We will go
out to Crookes Point and celebrate
the coming year, 2021.
Bring a snack or beverage to share.
Total walking distance of about one
mile. Get a fresh start, put Covid
2020 behind us, clean the beach
(optional), and find the waterfowl,
fish and snow buntings.
There is now a youth component for
the annual hike. For 2021, we are
welcoming Frank Arcabascio, Jr. as
a co-leader.
Info: Cliff Hagen, Protectors of Pine
Oak Woods, 718-313-8591 or Jim
Scarcella,
Natural
Resources
Protective Association (NRPA) 718873-4291.
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LEMON CREEK PARK

By Jim Scarcella

In August 2020, NRPA and NYC
H2O resumed “It’s My Park Day”
clean ups with a restart at Lemon
Creek (NRPA Founder Lou Figurelli)
Park at Seguine Point.
The day started out cloudy, but
eventually turned sunny and warm.
NYC H2O is a citywide group
dedicated
to
environmental
advocacy and for this clean up,
Councilmember Joe Borelli provided
financial support for water, Gatorade
and pizza for the volunteers.
Partnership for Parks (Stephanie)
and Vinny Cascella were on hand
with wheelbarrows, gloves, bags and
supplies. Covid 19 precautions were
followed,
everyone
kept
their
distance, had a face mask and
gloves, and we used plenty of hand
sanitizer.
The beach was very dirty from
selfish fisherpersons and partygoers
who left behind fishing line,
discarded food, broken glass and
aluminum refreshment containers,
cellophane wrapping, and plastic
bags. The beach was also inundated
with smelly sea sponges that were
ripped from the sea floor by Tropical
Storm Isaias, and there was plenty
of bacteria and putrid smell from
these animals. From the recreational
boating community, we picked up
fiberglass boat parts, life jackets,
dock rope and bait cutting boards. It
looks like sun bathers left behind
sunscreen protection, lip balm and
food debris extractors. We also
found a six-foot fiberglass transom
insert for a ‘Magnus ‘recreational
boating vessel. From the natural
world, we found the skeletal remains
of a smooth dogfish, complete with
proboscis, eye sockets, and a dozen
circular
spine
sections
interconnected with a spaghetti
string of cartilage.
The cleanup was boosted into
overdrive with the appearance of
Staten Island Deputy Borough
President Ed Burke and Richmond
County District Attorney office
representative Lisa Robinson. The
BP and DA offices have an AntiLitter
campaign
and
Natural
Resources Protective Association is
proud to support this initiative! We
removed 22 bags of trash, plus
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just browsing from space to space.
It is free and fun as well as
educational and entertaining.

driftwood and we recycled 20 lbs. of
glass and aluminum.
Special thanks to Matt Malina, Howie
Fishbein, Jack Bolembach, Adriano,
Christina Edsall, Iris, Chuck Perry,
Ed Burke, Lisa Robinson, Stephanie,
Lori, Vinny, John Killcullen, and all
who assisted.

PUTTING THE OCEAN TO
WORK
By Tony Rose

NRPA will also be cleaning the
Sharrot Avenue Fishing Pier on
September 19 and Conference
House Park Beach on October 3.
Please join us to improve our
ecology and our environment.

A GLIMPSE AT DAYS GONE
BY
By Tony Rose

There is a remarkable website
available that will be appreciated by
preservationists, historians or by
those just interested in a look back in
time.
1940s.com is a site which displays
photos from the NYC Department of
Records. The Municipal Archives of
the City of New York digitized these
shots which display the work of

on the map and drag it to display
neighborhoods throughout the city.
It is wildly entertaining.
There are links to order high
resolution prints as well as buttons to
click on for a 1980’s update. A very
interesting option is the ‘Outtakes’
button.

An interesting article in the April
2020, “50th Anniversary” issue of
Smithsonian (also celebrating the
50th anniversary of Earth Day)
highlighted an initiative to generate
electricity from tidal flow and
currents
(“Surge
Engine,”
Smithsonian Magazine April 2020,
Smithsonian.com).
Harnessing tidal surges is an old
idea, but it has had a number of
drawbacks. Previous attempts to
use tidal flow mainly focused on
allowing the ocean into a contained
bay and letting the water escape
through channels with turbines in
place to be turned by the outgoing
flow. On major disadvantage was
that marine life involved in the
process was often turned to sushi.

Works Progress Administrationemployed
photographers
who
collaborated with the NYC Tax
Department to document pictures of
every New York City dwelling.
These pictures were taken between
1939-1941.
Upon clicking the ‘Start Exploring’
button, a map of the city is shown.
Zooming in displays dots on most of
the buildings. Most buildings without
dots were built after the war. Click

There are many skewed or blurred
shots here, but also images of
random street life showing vehicles,
storefronts and people in clothing of
the period. One could spend hours

Sustainable
Marine
Energy
(sustainablemarine.com)
is
a
Scotland-based company that has
developed the Plat-I (plat-eye), a
trimaran
with
four
turbines;
propellers that can be lowered into
the water and spin in the oncoming
current like the propeller of a boat
with its motor turned off. Because of
the increased density of water, the
blades of the Plat-I’s turbines are
dramatically smaller than those of a
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acknowledges that tidal energy is a
niche market.
They are not targeting large
metropolitan areas. The sweet spot
for tidal generation is remote coastal
communities that lack connection to

wind turbine which rises up out of the
water to face prevailing winds.
Installation is made to an anchored
pivot point which allows the craft to
move with the flow and generate
electricity in both the incoming and
outgoing tides.
This pilot model
generates 280 kilowatts. That could
power a hundred homes over the
course of a year. Its three hulls give
it stability. A weatherproof container
on the center, longest hull, contains
the electronics to turn the power into
usable electricity. Each turbine is at
the end of a shaft and can be tilted
out of the water to be serviced
without interrupting the activity of the
other generators which continue to
deliver power.
There are many advantages to tidal
energy. Stations can be built where
they can be made cheaply and
towed to where they are needed.
Very little infrastructure needs to be
built on shore.
The energy is
renewable and sustainable. Power
is even generated in the dark and
when winds are not blowing. It is
scalable. A community might be
serviced by one or a dozen
platforms, depending on their needs.
And power generation can grow
along with a community.
Studies up to this point have not
shown negative interaction with
marine life, although sources in the
article acknowledge that the absence
of evidence is not evidence of
absence. Darkness, turbulence and
bubbles make video monitoring of
working turbines difficult. SME will
continue
to
monitor
and

electrical grids. They are testing the
technology in Nova Scotia, home to
40- and 50-foot tidal surges. Should
their equipment work in, or even just
survive, the wilds of the Northeast,
they are confident it can be deployed
from Europe to New Zealand.
Currently, the most common sources
of power for the test areas are coalfired power plants. Tidal energy will
free them from supply chains and the
monthly bill for carbon that they will
just burn and require replacement
the following month.
Renewable energy has become
competitive with fossil fuel prices
faster than experts had predicted
and even with declining demand for
fossil fuel, may outprice them within
a few years.
Following up on the success of their
Plat-I experiment, SME plans to
embark next year on a program in
the Minas Passage of Nova Scotia
with a Canadian company named
Minas Tidal to place three platforms
with six turbines each to generate
1.2 megawatts of electricity. That
would power 500 to a thousand
homes over the course of a year.
Tidal energy is in an embryonic
stage; equivalent to the position of
wind and solar ten to fifteen years
ago. But the future seems bright.
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TROOP SEVEN MAKES THE
HARBOR A LITTLE SAFER
By Tony Rose
On the first Saturday in August,
NRPA members Rich Dewar, Rob
Carrano and Tony Rose joined
Kayak Staten Island (KSI) in
presenting small craft safety training
to Boy Scouts of America (BSA)
Troop Seven.
The Scouts are
currently homeless, having been
based at St Rita’s parish which is
now closed. They are seeking a
new location and this writer would
convey
any
suggestions
or
invitations to the group.
KSI Captain Jacky Krogh welcomed
the group and introduced them to
various types of kayaks. The two
most common are sit-on-tops and
enclosed kayaks.
Each has its
advantages and drawbacks. Kayak
Staten Island has a base at the end
of Page Avenue, part of Conference
House Park in Tottenville. It has
recently established an operation at
Makerspace in Tompkinsville and is
conducting tours of the North and
East Shores.
Activities run by Kayak Staten Island
can be accessed through its
website, kayakstatenisland.org or
through its Facebook page. North
Shore tours are registered through
EventBrite to manage the limited
number of available slots. Links to
events are posted on Facebook.
The Tottenville location has two
shipping containers which house the
not-for-profit’s boats as well as those
of some of its members.
This
enables demonstration of a variety
of boats. Most of the group’s boats
are durable, plastic sit-on-tops. The
sit-in, or enclosed ships there
include carbon fiber craft as well as
skin boats made by member David
Mills. The construction of a skin
boat begins with a lightweight
wooden frame. A fabric sleeve is
sewn and stretched over the
material. It is then painted with an
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well as the NRPA, are that
participants WEAR them. It is very
possible to have fun while exercising
the rules of safety.

impermeable coating much like a
WWI vintage biplane.
The resulting kayak is strong and
light, but easily threatened by
submerged pilings and the many
types of floating debris seen in the

choosing a boat is determining its
intended use. The bottom of many
boats has a defined keel, or spine,
that assists the boat in tracking a
straight line in the water. Some have
foot-operated rudders. These keep
the kayak from zigzagging across
the open water, wasting time and
energy. A boat for use in the harbor
should be at least 10 or 12 feet long.
Smaller boats and boats with no keel
or rudder are intended for lake and
river usage where a rapid change of
direction enables the user to avoid
obstacles or shoot the rapids.
The dozen Scouts were attentive to
the lessons which included an
orientation to types of personal
flotation devices (pfd’s or life-vests)
and paddles. Safety rules and hand
signals were reviewed.
It was
explained that NY State law requires
a pfd for every occupant of a
watercraft. House rules for KSI, as

harbor. Other enclosed boats made
of polyethylene or carbon fiber are
more durable.
Carbon fiber
combines lightness and toughness
but is more expensive. These boats
are made for touring and rougher
water. The kayaker wears a skirt
with an elastic edge which seals the
opening from waves and swells.
This allows the boater to perform the
‘Eskimo Roll’ and right themselves
should a wave knock them upsidedown.
The second type of kayak, the sit-ontop, is made for more casual
recreation and is commonly seen in
the harbor. It is ‘a juice box with
scupper holes.’ The boat is a box
that floats on top of the water and
cannot be sunk. Scupper holes are
openings that go through the craft
and allow water to drain without
filling the inside. They are more
stable but a little slower.
One important consideration before

After demonstrating best practices
for entry and exit of the craft, the
kids and the volunteers got into the
water.
Kayak Staten Island
maintains in-water and shore
support when putting participants in
the
bay.
An
all-volunteer
organization, KSI members enjoy
these events as much as the
participants.
After getting some sun and some
exercise, boaters took a break for
more learning.
Tony Rose
demonstrated in-water re-entry and
how to assist victims by using your
boat to right an overturned kayak. A
number of the kids swam out to
practice the skill.
While the group was in the water,
some KSI volunteers manned a grill
and sliced watermelon. The day
was punctuated by food and
fellowship and a final boating
session ensued. The kids assisted
in hauling the boats from the water
back to the containers.
The day ended with achy arms,
sunburned shoulders and smiling
faces.

CREATURE FEATURE:
STRIPED BURRFISH
By Jim Scarcella

Hi everyone, this month’s Creature
Feature, a warm-weather visitor to
Lower NY Bay and Raritan Bay, is
the Striped Burrfish, a member of
the Puffer family.
The Striped Burrfish is a scrappy
bottom feeder, eating invertebrates,
barnacles and hermit crabs. Like all
pufferfish, when threatened, it will
use its buccal pump to inflate to
three times its normal size.
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The Striped Burrfish has additional
weaponry, the burrs along its back
and sides are bony, sharp and
numerous. This fish has a large
parrot-like mouth and tiny, serrated
teeth. If you hook one from the surf,
it’s a difficult fish to catch and
release
successfully,
and
occasionally we find a deceased one
on popular fishing beaches like
Great Kills or Cedar Grove. The eyes
of the Striped Burrfish are set
forward on the right and left sides of
its body. It’s a summer visitor and
when the water temps drop by
autumn, the Striped Burrfish heads
for warmer southern climes. The
Striped Burrfish is sometimes
confused with the larger porcupine
fish of the Caribbean Sea, but the
Striped Burrfish has a maximum size
of about 10 inches. There is still
much to learn about the breeding
and evolution of the Striped Burrfish.
Let us treasure this fish and all the
creatures of our NY/NJ Harbor
estuary.

SHOOTERS ISLAND
By Jim Scarcella

Just off Staten Island’s northwest
shore, near the confluence of
Newark Bay and the Kill Van Kull lies
Shooters (Shyeters) Island, a former
colonial bird hunting ground (birds
were hunted for feathers for hats). It
was also used as a secret meeting
place where patriots like Jacob
Mersereau could convey Tory
(British) plans to General George
Washington. Additionally, 30 acres of
fill was added for World War’s One
and Two shipbuilding efforts.
Perhaps
the
biggest,
most
newsworthy, achievement here was
the building and launching of the
“Meteor Three”, a custom yacht
assembled for Kaiser Wilhelm of
Germany. This event was filmed for
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the first newsreel ever produced and
dignitaries from around the world
were in attendance. The event was
hosted by Teddy Roosevelt in 1902.
Many different types of ships were
assembled on Shooter’s Island, from
sloops to fueling ships, to cargo
ships to tankers. Thousands were
employed in over 30 dry docks. The

stores of Elm Park and taverns of
Mariners Harbor were very busy
satisfying
the
needs
of
the
carpenters, iron workers, and
stevedores (dock builders). In recent
years, Kayak Staten Island (KSI) and
NRPA have journeyed to Shooters
Island for exploring and adventure.
Shooters Island is part of the “Harbor
Herons”
wild
bird
sanctuary
managed by NYC Audubon Society
and NYC Department of Parks and
Recreation.

KEEP YOUR PARK CLEAN!
By Ida Sanoff

COVID got us out of our homes and
into parks and natural areas. You
would think that people would really
appreciate that they have these
wonderful areas, but sadly that is not
the case.
We’ve been getting reports from all
over that parks and shorelines are a
disaster. In the middle of the
pandemic, a local bird club sent out
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emails that Prospect Park was in
deplorable condition. Yes, NYC
Parks Dept, workers were in short
supply, but that did not excuse the
mess. In addition to piles of
discarded items, there were piles of
discarded barbecue ash all over the
place too. So, they cleaned it up and
hoped that things would improve
once seasonal workers came on
duty. But the park was still a disaster
and the volunteer clean ups can
barely keep up with the mess. The
Prospect Park Alliance is now trying
to address this problem: https://
www.prospectpark.org/news-events/
news/alliance-tackles-trash/
Brooklyn’s Plumb Beach and
Canarsie Pier are a total mess too.
On the Coney Island Creek
shoreline, there have been illegal
disco parties in Kaiser Park
practically every weekend, leaving
the park strewn end to end with
trash. And just west of the park,
along Bayview Ave. there is an even
bigger mess. A wide beach has
formed since the West 37th St. groin
disaster. The area has long been
plagued with illegal drug use and is
frequently loaded with needles.
Despite this, it has become a
popular area, with people even
camping there overnight. There were
so many SUV’s pulling up onto the
sand that the Parks Dept. had to put
concrete blocks up. But the Parks
Dept. cannot keep up with the mess
left behind by beachgoers and
barbecues.
Things are not much better in
Rockaway. An article in the July 27,
2020 edition of The Wave painted a
sad picture. The article, “Jamaica
Bay Blight”, described a sorry scene
near the Joseph Addabo Bridge,
with not only food waste, but
construction and automotive debris
dumping as well. Needless to say,
all of this trash washes into Jamaica
Bay. You can read the article here:
https://www.rockawave.com/articles/
jamaica-bay-blight/
Enjoy our parks and shorelines, but
clean up after yourself!

Visit us at
www.nrpa.com
Like us on Facebook
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Schedule of Events:
NRPA Calendar Summer/Autumn 2020, All events, including face to face monthly meetings are TENATIVE due to COVID-19, please
call to confirm Jim Scarcella to confirm - 718-873-4291

Tuesday, September 1, 2020 - Natural Resources Protective Association monthly video meeting at 7:30 PM on Zoom.
Please send email to Richie Chan at gonefishing287@outlook.com for instructions.
Saturday, September 19, 2020 - NRPA beach cleanup from 9 AM - 12 noon at Lemon Creek Park Sharrott Avenue
(Dorothy Fitzgerald) Pier beach cleanup, as part of International Beach Clean-up day. Join NRPA and Protectors of Pine
Oak Woods for the annual clean up, we use data sheet to attempt to source the debris, recycling and garbage removal.
Gloves, bags, refreshments provided, community service hours certified. Info: Jim Scarcella, 718-873-4291. click here
for directions
Saturday, October 3, 2020 – NRPA beach cleanup from 10 AM – 1 PM sponsored with Councilman Borelli and NYC
H2O. Meet at Conference House Park at the foot of Hylan Blvd., Tottenville. Gloves, bags, refreshments provided, community service certified. Info: Jim Scarcella, 718-873-4291, Matt Malina, 917-656-2984. click here for directions
Tuesday, October 6, 2020 - Natural Resources Protective Association monthly video meeting at 7:30 PM on Zoom.
Please send email to Richie Chan at gonefishing287@outlook.com for instructions.
Saturday, October 10, 2020 - NRPA/ Baykeeper Arthur Kill Salt March cleanup from 9 AM - 12 noon at Blazing Star
Marsh, Arthur Kill Road and Rossville Avenue, Rossville. Join us as we remove the garbage and debris from careless
individuals and polluters. Recycling encouraged, Gloves, bags, and refreshments provided. Info: Jim Scarcella, 718-8734291, Tony Rose, 917- 604 5581 click here for directions
Tentative Thursday, October 22, 2020 - Student Summit from 8:30 AM to 11:30 AM at Great Kills Park Gateway.
Sponsored by NRPA/NPS, S.I. Borough President, and Northfield Bank. A morning- long education of middle schoolers
and their teachers, covering beach ecology, plastic reduction, fishing, marine ecology, kayaking and more. Students will
have workbooks and receive classroom credit. Volunteers are needed, this is a great learning experience for these adolescents and the adults also. Very rewarding! Info: Tony Rose, 917-604-5581, Jim Scarcella, 718-873-4291. click here
for directions
Sunday, November 8, 2020 - NRPA Shoreline Clean up at Front Street, Clifton - Stapleton from 10 AM to 1 PM. Sponsored by Anti-Litter campaign of Borough President James Oddo and Richmond County District Attorney Mike McMahon. Face masks required (available), gloves, bags, refreshments provided, community service certified. Info: Tony
Rose 917-604-5581, Jim Scarcella, 718-873-4291. click here for directions
Tentative - Tuesday, December 1, 2020 - NRPA monthly meeting and social Holiday Gathering, at Blue Heron Park
Nature Center parking lot, 222 Poillon Avenue, Huguenot. From 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM, Face masks required (available),
bring an individual meal or sandwich for yourself, refreshments provided. Info Jim Scarcella 718-873 4291 click here for
directions
Friday, January 1, 2021, 31st Annual New Year’s Day Beach hike at Gateway, Great Kills Park, Staten Island. Info Jim
Scarcella 718-873-4291, Cliff Hagen, Protectors of Pine Oak Woods, 718-313-8591. click here for directions

Dedicated to preserving the marine environment, the Natural Resources Protective
Association is a 501 (c) (3) non-profit organization. All contributions are tax deductible.
All memberships expire on December 31, so please renew NOW!
(All memberships paid after October 1 will also receive credit for the upcoming year)
Are You A Member? Have You Renewed? Please Join Us NOW!
$15.00 Individual
$25.00 Organization

$20.00 Family
$100.00 Sponsor (after 5 payments
you become Lifetime member)

$500.00 Lifetime Member
YES! I/We want to join the fight!
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Mail to:

Email:
Natural Resources Protective Association
C/O Richard Chan, Treasurer
Post Office Box 050328
Staten Island, NY 10305

Join NRPA today

